
A REVOLUTIONARY, NEW CONCEPT IN STAIRCASE DESIGN



ARCHITECTS DESIGN
Our staircases are normally specified by 
architects and installed by general 
contractors in the USA. In Europe and other 
countries, we work either with architects or 
directly with building owners. Please feel free 
to contact us.

BUILDING REGULATIONS
All our glass railings meet building codes.  
Our stairs can be made code-compliant be 
adding our ‘safety’ bars placed high and 
discrete under each step.

SUSTAINABILITY
All our stringers are massive 10 mm 
brushed, anodised aluminium. The unique 
composition in the aluminum allows us to 
achieve strengths equal to steel, but with a 
fraction of the weight, making installation 
much easier. Aluminum also is a more refined 
metal than steel and does not give a dated 
look with time as most steel staircases. The 
stringers are available in 6 anodisation colors: 
natural, black, brown, champagne, light 
bronze and bronze.

STEPS
We offer 3 step shapes, and multiple colors and materials.

The wing step is a natural anodi-
sed wing-shaped step, like on an 
airplane. It is only available in 
natural anodisation, not colors. 
The step has a recessed black 
rubber insert to prevent slipping.

The triangle step is also a natural 
anodised aluminum step, with 
repeating ridges which create a 
very robust anti-skid surface. This 
step is often chosen for high-traffic 
areas or by families with children.

The slab step is our most 
customisable. It is manufactured 
using a very strong anodised 
alumuminum frame, and can have 
inserts of any color glass, natural 
stone, wood or aluminum slabs. 
It is also available naked and you 
can insert your own material. This 
step is available in any anodisation 
color.





NORTH AMERICA
Insensation Inc.
1133 Broadway
New York, NY 10010
Tel. (917) 472 9600
usa@stairplane.com

GERMANY/EU
Insensation (Germany) GmbH
Hermann-Burte-Straße 51
D-79689 Maulburg
Tel. +41 (0)61 561 74 10
eu@stairplane.com

SWITZERLAND
Insensation GmbH
Hammerstrasse 24
CH-4058 Basel
Tel. +41 (0)61 561 74 10
swiss@stairplane.com

Configure your stairs and get an immediate price estimation on our website
www.stairplane.com/configurator
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